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What is Data Assimilation? 
• Models give a complete description of the atmosphere, but errors grow rapidly 

in time

• Observations provide an incomplete description of the atmospheric state, but 
bring up to date information 

• Data assimilation combines these two sources of information to produce an 
optimal (best) estimate of the atmospheric state

• This state (the analysis) is used as initial conditions for extended forecasts. 

• Operational  NWP data assimilation system changes when assimilation methods 
and assimilating models improve – this creates discontinuities in the “analyses”, 
from one system to another. 



What is Reanalysis?
• Want a very long time – series of atmospheric data, Climate monitoring 

Observations 

•Not available everywhere
•Limited variables

NWP 

•System changes regularly

•Variable quality•Physical consistency?

An analysis is an 
estimation of the 
most likely current 
state of the 
atmosphere given 
observations and 
previous forecast.

• A reanalysis is similar to analysis, but for a historical period. Usually a long series of reanalyses 
are produced using a frozen system.

• Reanalyses provide comprehensive snapshots of atmospheric conditions at regular grids and 
intervals over long time periods; whereas observation alone can provide only a limited 
understanding of the past weather and climate. 



Aims and uses of Reanalysis
• Frozen modern assimilation scheme
• Best use of all appropriate, available observations

•  No `cut-off’ 
•  Consider using more observations than operational analysis 

• Produce a long time-series of reanalyses (usually decades)

Uses
• produce a scientific resource
• validate models
• study use of observations/assimilation system
• study historical weather events
• study large and small variations in weather
• study predictability
• produce weather statistics
• study extreme events
• to lead into operational climate monitoring
• link observation record to climate models 
• AI/ML, Data Science

User communities
Scientific and modelling community: reanalysis data as a 
proxy for “truth”,  for initialization, or as boundary 
condition

Observation community: reanalysis for data quality 
monitoring

Scientific analysers:  process studies, time series analysis

AI/ML: Longterm data

Need data where none are observed



Reanalysis Types

0G 

1G 

2G 2G 

3G 

4G 

• Global

• Climate Monitoring • Climate Change

• Regional

• Use all available observations • Use only observations available throughout

5G ERA5



• Low resolution (global) reanalyses are not suited for studying local and regional scales due to inadequate 
descriptions of mesoscale features. 

•  Production of high-resolution global reanalysis is expensive (Cost of computing)

•  High resolution regional reanalysis is a plausible choice, which can represent mesoscale weather more 
realistically.

• User Products: ‘Complete’ multivariate, gridded climate datasets for users (DA combines model and wide 
variety of observations in consistent manner).

• Regional focus: Benefits of high-resolution (resolved orography, high-impact weather), local focus.

• Model evaluation: Testbed for extended period (> 35 years) evaluation of regional Weather/Climate 
Model.

•  Boundary conditions for the regional reanalysis come from a global reanalysis.

Why do we need Regional  Reanalysis



IMDAA Regional Reanalysis

•  Indian Monsoon Data Assimilation and Analysis (IMDAA) project is a collaborative effort among 
National Centre for medium Range Weather Forecasting (NCMRWF), UK Met Office and India 
Meteorological Department (IMD) under the National Monsoon Mission (NMM) project of Ministry of 
Earth Sciences (MoES), Government of India.

•  State of the art assimilation method (4D-Var) and NWP model (Unified Model, UM (10.2) are used 
for producing this highest resolution satellite-era regional reanalysis over the Indian Monsoon region 
from 1979-2018, extended up to 2020. As a continuity to the IMDAA reanalysis, NCMRWF started 
disseminating Near-real time “IMDAA Like” products derived from the operational NCUM model

•  There was considerable growth and improvement in the atmospheric observing system during the 
reanalysis period that helped IMDAA reanalysis. 

•  Hourly/3-hourly temporal resolution, 12km spatial resolution IMDAA dataset is available to the 
researchers  (https://rds.ncmrwf.gov.in/datasets )

•For more details: https://doi.org/10.1175/JCLI-D-20-0412.1 

https://rds.ncmrwf.gov.in/datasets
https://doi.org/10.1175/JCLI-D-20-0412.1
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IMDAA Domain Period 1979 - 2018 
Extended to 2020 (42 Years)

Domain 30 - 120˚ E,  15˚ S to 45˚ N

Lateral Boundary 
Condition (LBC)

ERA-Interim

Data Assimilation 
Method

4D-Var (Atmosphere)
Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) method  for 
Soil Moisture

Atmospheric Model Unified Model

Horizontal Resolution 12 km (~0.11˚)

Vertical Resolution 63 model levels (upto ~ 40 km altitude)

Observation Source ECMWF, NCMRWF, UK Met Office, IMD

Surface Soil Moisture Analysis 
 4 soil levels of soil covering first 3 meters
Sea Surface Temperature:
 HadSST2, OSTIA analysis

Salient Features 



Timeline of observations used in IMDAA



Important aspects of IMDAA:

1. Use of historical data from IMD/NCMRWF archival

2. Use of many satellite observations 

3. Variational bias correction for satellite radiances

4.Use of state of the art “4D-Var” data assimilation method

5.Soil moisture assimilation using EKF method



Highlights of IMDAA: Use of Historical data from various sources

Surface observations over IMDAA domain (April 2014 00Z)

• Main source of observations for IMDAA reanalysis is ECMWF  archival, obtained through UK 
Met Office.

• IMD archival of Surface & upper air observations (and NCMRWF and UK Met Office archival of 
satellite observations) are also used. 



Conventional
Observations 
assimilated (JJAS)



Highlights of IMDAA: Use of large number Satellite observations 
• Time-frame of the IMDAA reanalysis is 

highly  challenging - because of the rapid 
developments in the observing system, 
particularly satellites. 

• IMDAA used radiances from more 
than 40 satellite instruments of which 
24 are in the post 2000 period

• Satellite instruments, like any other 
measurement system, are not perfect and 
are prone to error 

• An erroneous observation can 
systematically damage the data 
assimilation scheme. 

• Requirement of an advanced observation 
bias correction schemeSources  & period of radiance observation used in IMDAA  

TOVS

ATOVS



Highlights of IMDAA: Variational bias correction for satellite radiances

Biases in Satellite radiance vary with time, 
geography, air mass, scan position etc.

In IMDAA an advanced Variational Bias 
Correction method (VarBC) is used.

 Mean of observed minus background (O-B) and observed minus 
analysis (O-A) of SAPHIR channel-1 radiances (Megha-Tropiques 
satellite) which is introduced in the IMDAA system during mid-2014. 
Initial bias is not perfect and VarBC improves the correction with a 
bias halving time of approximately 3-4 days.
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Use of TOVS and ATOVS in IMDAA 
(Stats w.r.t. background fields)

TOVS (1978 -2000)

R matrix value of 
AMSU-B/MHS  channel-5 = 4K

RMSE: between 1 and 2 K

ATOVS (> 2000)

R matrix value of 
MSU channel 2 = 2 K

RMSE:  < 1 K



Highlights of IMDAA: DA Method
State of the art 4D-Var assimilation system (atmosphere)

IMDAA used an incremental formulation of 4D-Var data assimilation method (Rawlins et al. 2007), 
with 6 hr data assimilation window

One of the major advantage of 4D-Var is it allows the flow dependent influence of  the 
observations 

Land data assimilation : Soil Moisture
IMDAA Soil moisture analysis is produced using a  Extended Kalman Filter (EKF)  based land data 
assimilation system (using JULES land surface model). 

Soil moisture analysis for four soil layers of 10 cm, 25 cm, 65 cm and 2 m thickness is prepared at 
every assimilation cycle (6 hour)  at 12 km resolution and is used to initialize the model (short) 
forecast in every data assimilation cycle.



IMDAA  Reanalysis System Flowchart



Verification of  IMDAA
Background and analysis fit to surface observations Background and analysis fit to sonde (500 hPa) observations

• Monthly mean RMS departure in surface pressure, O-B and O-A 
lies between 1 to 1.5 hPa during the initial period of reanalysis, but 
later both are reduced with O-A below 1 hPa

• The RMS departure in surface temperature against observation 
lies between 2 and 3K, whereas those of analysis are between 2 to 
2.6 K

RMS departures in O-B and O-A of 500 hPa temperature lie between 1.2 - 
1.8 K, and 0.8 - 1.4 K

RMS departures in O-B and O-A of 500 hPa RH lie between 1.6 - 2.4 %, 
and 1.2 - 1.8 %

Similar trend in the background and analysis fits of the observations are seen over the Tropics in other leading global reanalyses



Time series of Analysis increments
(a) Temperature, (b) Zonal wind and (c ) specific humidity

• Analysis increments represent the net response of 

data assimilation to all observations used. 

• Nature of analysis increment provide important 

information about the performance of the DA system, 

including the changes in the observing system -  and this 

is  a good proxy for model bias. 

• Increased moistening effect during summer monsoon 

period, and relatively less during other months.

• The changes in the analysis increments are in resonance 

with the observations assimilated

zonal wind (m/s)

Temperature (K)

Specific humidity (× 10-5 kg/kg)
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TOVS

ATOVS

ATOVS MVIRI AMSR-2

ATMS, 
SAPHIR

SEVIRI

Analysis increment in Temperature: 
Response to the radiance assimilated

AIRS IASI CrIS
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Timeline of observations used in IMDAA







All India Summer Monsoon Rainfall of IMDAA  (12 km) : Verification against IMD gridded  observations (25 km)

mm



Monsoon onset and withdrawal
IMDAA comparison with ERA5 and IMD onset/withdrawal dates

Both IMDAA and ERA5 show an average 
delay of one day in the monsoon onset dates 
compared to IMD onset dates.

Correlations between reanalyses and 
observation are found to be very close with a 
slight better value for IMDAA (0.85) than 
ERA5 (0.83). 

Monsoon withdrawal dates from IMDAA and 
ERA5 are also highly correlated (0.89)

Vertical Wind Shear Index (VVSI) of Prasad & 
Hayashi, 2005 is used calculate the onset & 
withdrawal dates from IMDAA & ERA5



Daily minimum temperature 
(1979-2018) DJF mean

Daily maximum temperature 
(1979-2018) MAM mean





Comparison of OLR : IMDAA with Kalpana Satellite



Impact of high resolution and resolved orography on extreme weather: 2018 Kerala Rainfall

Hourly averaged 
(6–18 Aug 2018) 
rainfall (mm)



Comparison of IMDAA with NGFS and ERA5 reanalyses

Probability Distribution for the rainfall intensity
Inset: Light rain category. 

850 hPa wind vectors during 
monsoon for 1999–2018 

•All the three reanalyses  captured the spatial patterns of observed 
rainfall reasonably well in all the seasons, except over the hilly regions. 

•Both IMDAA and NGFS captured the probability distribution of 
observed daily rainfall intensity especially the extremes

•Both IMDAA and ERA5 are equally good in capturing the light rainfall

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.atmosres.2021.105679

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.atmosres.2021.105679


IMDAA Products & Product distribution
(https://rds.ncmrwf.gov.in)

https://rds.ncmrwf.gov.in/
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Land surface and Hydrological application products



Land surface and Hydrological application products



Thank you

For IMDAA Data Access:
1. Register in the https://rds.ncmrwf.gov.in/
2. Verify your mail (By clicking the verification link sent by email)
3. Submit your request
4. Also, please subscribe to rds-ncmrwf-request@freelists.org
5. If any problems, kindly contact indirarani.s@gov.in 

https://rds.ncmrwf.gov.in/
mailto:rds-ncmrwf-request@freelists.org
mailto:indirarani.s@gov.in
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